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The injection of neutral particle beams counter to the plasma current direction in the Mega-Ampère
Spherical Tokamak �MAST� �A. Sykes, R. J. Akers, L. C. Appel et al., Nucl. Fusion, 41, 1423
�2001�� leads to substantial losses of energetic beam ions and also rapid toroidal rotation. The
electrodynamic consequences of energetic ion loss on tokamak plasmas are explored in light of
results from the MAST counterinjection experiments and test particle calculations of the current
density due to escaping ions. Previous authors have noted that there are two possible consequences
of such a current: either a compensating bulk plasma return current is set up, or the plasma behaves
as an insulator, with the energetic ion current balanced by a displacement current rather than a
conduction current. Radial electric fields and hence toroidal flows occur in both cases, but higher
fields are predicted in the insulating case. Such fields are important because they can confine both
fast ions and bulk plasma �via the suppression of turbulent transport�. The return current scenario,
which appears to be operative during counterinjection in MAST, is shown to be applicable if there
is a sufficiently high level of momentum transport in the bulk ions; electrons cannot carry the return
current, although they contribute to an ambipolar particle flux on the plasma confinement time scale.
The insulating scenario may be applicable to high confinement regimes in burning tokamak
plasmas. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2188401�

I. INTRODUCTION

Neutral beam injection �NBI� is a well-established and
very efficient means of heating tokamak plasmas.1–3 Recent
results from the Mega-Ampère Spherical Tokamak �MAST�
indicate that beam injection counter to the direction of the
plasma current results in substantial losses of beam ions and
can also cause the plasma to spin toroidally at supersonic
speeds.4,5 Our purpose in the present paper is to elucidate the
electrodynamics of this process and, in so doing, to make
predictions regarding energetic ions losses and the effects
thereof in tokamaks generally.

The concepts to be discussed are exemplified by a typi-
cal neutral beam injection scenario in MAST.4 The line-
averaged plasma density is typically about 2�1019 m−3, and
the plasma current is of the order of 1 MA. A beam consist-
ing of deuterium atoms with energies mostly around 40 keV
is injected in the midplane at a tangency major radius R of
about 0.7 m. The plasma magnetic axis is close to R
=0.9 m while the outboard plasma edge is at R�1.4 m. We
are concerned with the differences that are observed when
the direction of beam injection relative to that of the plasma
current is reversed. The beam energy �NBI is such that fast
ions are produced in the plasma primarily by charge ex-
change with bulk ions; direct ionization cross sections are
four to five times smaller �see Fig. 5.3.1 in Ref. 2�. In Fig. 1
we show calculated beam ion production contours in the
midplane for counterinjected MAST discharge #8321. It can
be seen that most of the fast ions appear at around R=1.25
−1.3 m. The beam geometry is such that, in the absence of
electric fields, almost all the fast ions born here will be in
trapped orbits.

We use a cylindrical �R ,� ,Z� coordinate system; the to-
roidal magnetic field is in the negative � direction, as is the

current. The poloidal field is thus positively oriented along
the flux surfaces in the �R ,Z� plane �so that BZ�0 in the
outboard midplane�. The injection velocity v��0 for coun-
terinjected ions. It follows from the invariance of canonical
angular momentum p� that the trapped ions move outward in
radius from their birth position during the course of their
bounce orbit. In the majority of cases the outboard leg of this
orbit lies outside the plasma boundary. Counterinjected fast
ions are thus susceptible to charge-exchange loss due to col-
lisions with neutrals outside the last closed flux surface. In
the case of coinjection, p� invariance causes trapped ions to
move inward in radius after injection. Thus, very few of
them are expected to be in loss orbits.

When the beam is switched on for the first time, the
40 keV neutral beam atoms reach a point where the bulk
plasma density is sufficiently high for them to undergo
charge exchange. The bulk ion turns into a neutral, with en-
ergy around 1 keV. In its place we have a 40 keV fast ion,
which is in a trapped orbit �the electric fields in the initially
Ohmic bulk plasma can be no more than a kV m−1 or so�. It
has a rather large Larmor radius, of order 0.1 m. In MAST,
the toroidal and poloidal fields are both around 0.2 T close to
the birth position �R�1.3 m� of the fast ions in loss orbits.
Thus the bounce orbit width is of the same order as the
Larmor radius. As soon as it is born, the fast ion travels
along the inboard leg of its bounce orbit, reaches the tip, and
then during its reverse leg exits the plasma volume. Such an
ion is not necessarily lost immediately: there is a finite prob-
ability of the ion reentering the plasma that depends on the
neutral density outside the last closed flux surface. The mean
free path of the fast ions for charge exchange in this region
can be longer than the distance traversed on the outboard leg
of their bounce orbits.
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The NBI power PNBI is around 2 MW in MAST, and
hence PNBI/�NBI�3�1020 energetic ions are born per sec-
ond. The majority of these ions are in trapped orbits that
cross the plasma boundary, if unrestrained by electric fields,
and are eventually lost from the plasma �although the loss
does not necessarily occur in the first bounce orbit, for the
reason discussed above�. There is, of course, a current asso-
ciated with this net radial transport of energetic ions out of
the plasma: if all of the ions were lost, the current would be
ePNBI/�NBI�50 A. This is negligible compared to the
plasma current in MAST ��1 MA�, and therefore the loss of
fast ions can have no significant effect on the tokamak mag-
netic field. However, the total current j must satisfy the equa-
tion of charge conservation,

��

�t
+ � · j = 0, �1�

where � is charge density. A net � will be produced in the
plasma unless the escaping fast ion current is balanced by a
return current carried by one or more other plasma species,
thereby ensuring that j remains divergence-free. The total
current can be written as

j = ji + je + j f . �2�

Throughout this paper the subscripts i, e, and f refer to bulk
�deuterium� ions, electrons, and fast ions; we neglect for the
time being the effects of plasma impurities. We can then
write �=e�ni+nf −ne� and the electric field E associated with
any net charge in the plasma is determined by Gauss’ law,

� · E =
�

�0
, �3�

where �0 is vacuum permittivity. Clearly, the charge-
exchange process leaves both electron density ne and total
ion density ni+nf unaffected. Before neutral beam injection
begins, electron and ion currents are ambipolar, and thus
there is no loss of charge from the system. The electric field
is static �apart from low amplitude turbulent fluctuations,
which, again, only ever cause ambipolar particle transport�

and is determined by momentum balance in the ion and elec-
tron fluids.

The rapid loss of energetic beam ions thus causes one of
two things to occur. The first possibility is that bulk electrons
or ions move across closed flux surfaces enclosing the fast
ion production region, producing a return current5 that can-
cels j f, so that j remains divergence-free. The second possi-
bility, that j f is balanced by a displacement current rather
than a bulk plasma conduction current, was mentioned
briefly by Helander and co-workers5 but not discussed by
them in detail. This scenario can be illustrated by the follow-
ing thought experiment. Consider a vacuum stellarator field
into which a neutral beam is injected and ionized with lasers.
The fast ions, if sufficiently energetic, are not confined by the
stellarator magnetic field and are lost. The electrons, on the
other hand, with their much smaller Larmor radii, are mag-
netically confined and hence their current cannot cancel that
of the fast ions; there are no bulk ions to provide return
currents in this case.

The supersonic toroidal rotation velocities observed in
counterinjected MAST plasmas indicate the presence of
strong radial electric fields. It is important to understand the
physical origin of such fields, for two reasons. First, it is
possible that counterinjected fast ions could be confined
electrostatically, if the potential drop between the birth posi-
tion and the plasma edge is large enough. Second, electric
fields that are sufficiently strongly sheared in the radial di-
rection can cause turbulent transport to be suppressed, and
thereby induce a transition to the high confinement �H� mode
�see, e.g., Ref. 6�. A key aim of the present paper is to esti-
mate the magnitude of the radial electric field in the two
scenarios described previously. In Secs. II and III we inves-
tigate these scenarios in detail. We demonstrate that which of
the two cases is applicable to a real experiment depends
upon transport in the bulk ion channel. If the bulk ions are
sufficiently well confined, the scenario without return cur-
rents is the only one consistent with the basic principles of
charged particle electrodynamics. To clarify some of the is-
sues raised in our discussion of the two scenarios, we present
in Sec. IV test particle calculations of the current density due
to escaping beam ions under various conditions in a model
counterinjected MAST discharge. Finally, in Sec. V we
present conclusions and discuss the possible significance of
our results for devices other than MAST.

II. RETURN CURRENT SCENARIO

Helander and co-workers5 did not consider in detail the
dynamics of the return current. We present in this section a
description of the return current scenario, specifically during
the early phase of countercurrent NBI, on time scales that are
long enough for charge neutrality to have been established,
so that � · j=0, but shorter than the plasma confinement time
or fast particle slowing-down time. We shall assume that
return currents in this phase are entirely associated with bulk
ions; it will be demonstrated later that electrons cannot carry
such currents, under typical conditions. This result does not
preclude the ambipolar loss of electrons and bulk ions on
longer, plasma confinement time scales.

FIG. 1. �Color online�. Calculated beam ion production contours for MAST
discharge #8321; colors from black through yellow indicate an increasing
birth rate. The beam line is parallel to the Y axis. The curve passing through
X=0, Y =−90 cm corresponds to the magnetic axis, and the curve passing
through X=0, Y =−140 cm indicates the outer plasma boundary.
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When neutral beam injection begins and the fast ions are
born, almost all are in trapped orbits that intersect the last
closed flux surface. We suppose, with Helander and
co-workers,5 that a return current ji is produced in response
to the loss of fast ions. This return current gives rise to a
Lorentz force term in the bulk ion momentum balance equa-
tion,

mini
dvi

dt
= �− �pi − eni � � + ji Ã B + Fvisc� . �4�

Here, mi, e, vi, pi denote bulk ion mass, charge, fluid veloc-
ity, and pressure, � is the electrostatic potential, and Fvisc is
the viscous force on the bulk ion fluid. It follows from this
equation that

ji · �� =
F* · �B Ã ���

B2 ,

where � is the poloidal flux function and

F* = Fvisc + eniE − �pi − mini
dvi

dt
,

where we have used E=−��. We assume, for simplicity,
that inertia and viscosity are negligible in the radial momen-
tum balance. In the absence of significant bulk ion flows, we
must then have

E · �� =
dpi

d�

����2

eni
.

If, additionally, a flow vi is present, the appropriate expres-
sion for the electric field is

E · �� = − vi · �B Ã ��� +
dpi

d�

����2

eni
,

i.e.,

E� = − e� · �vi Ã B� +
dpi

d�

����
eni

, �5�

where e�=�� / ����. The second term in this expression is
of order Ti /ea ��1 kV m−1�, where Ti is the bulk ion tem-
perature and a is the plasma minor radius. In the case of
counterinjected MAST discharges, this can be neglected in
comparison with the flow-induced contribution
��40 kV m−1� described by the first term.

A simple model that helps us to understand what hap-
pens in a qualitative fashion can be constructed by using
constitutive relations for the ion viscous forces. Since we are
neglecting such forces in the �� direction we can write

Fvisc = − mini��	
*vi

	e	 + ��
*vi

�e�� . �6�

Here, the subscripts/superscripts 	, � denote poloidal and
toroidal directions; e	, e� are unit vectors; and �	

*, ��
* are

phenomenological momentum relaxation rates. Typically, �	
*

is related to the ion-ion collision time, while ��
* is likely to be

governed by both neoclassical and turbulent radial momen-
tum transport processes, including charge exchange. As a
further simplification, we assume that � is a flux function
and neglect the inertia and pressure terms in the poloidal and

toroidal components of Eq. �4�. We thus obtain the following
expressions for the bulk ion flows in terms of the radial ion
current ji

�:

vi
	 =

ji
�B�

mini�	
* , �7�

vi
� = −

ji
�B	

mini��
* . �8�

Substituting these expressions into the radial momentum bal-
ance relation �Eq. �5��, and neglecting the pressure gradient
term, we obtain

E� = B�vi
	 − B	vi

� = ji
�� B�

2

mini�	
* +

B	
2

mini��
* 	 . �9�

The radial electric field and the radial bulk ion current are
thus related by a simple Ohm’s law, the effective radial re-
sistivity being given by


i
� = � B�

2

mini�	
* +

B	
2

mini��
* 	 = �0� �VA

��2

�	
* +

�VA
	 �2

��
* 	 , �10�

where VA
� =B� / ��0mini�1/2, VA

	 =B	 / ��0mini�1/2 are Alfvén
speeds defined in terms of the toroidal and poloidal magnetic
field components, respectively, �0 being vacuum permeabil-
ity. The resistivity is determined in general by a combination
of ion-ion collisions and turbulent transport processes. Note,
however, that in this case the resistivity falls as the relaxation
rates increase; this dependence is precisely opposite to that
found in the case of parallel electric fields �see, e.g., Sec.
2.16 in Ref. 2�. In the limit ��

* ,�	
*→0, bulk ions are perfectly

tied to magnetic field lines and the effective radial resistivity
must then be infinite. Since electrons, by virtue of their
smaller mass, are generally more effectively tied to field
lines than ions, it follows that the electric field required to
provide momentum balance would be much higher if the
return current were carried by electrons rather than bulk ions.
This is reflected by the scaling of resistivity with particle
mass m in Eq. �10�, if ��

* and �	
* are determined by either

like-particle collisions ��m−1/2� or EÃB turbulence �inde-
pendent of m�. For typical MAST parameters, the electric
field associated with a return current carried by electrons
would be easily sufficient to confine electrostatically the fast
ions, and so the need for a return current would not in fact
arise.

The reciprocal of 
i
� is the effective radial electrical

conductivity �, which is a measure of the bulk ion radial
mobility. In the absence of dissipation and turbulence, �	

*

=��
* =0 and � vanishes. In such cases, there can be no

return currents, and the plasma behaves like an insulating
dielectric. The fast ion losses cannot then be balanced by
return currents in the bulk ions �nor, a fortiori, in the elec-
trons�, but only by the vacuum displacement current. This
implies that the electric potential of the plasma relative to the
surrounding region must fall as the plasma gets progressively
more negatively charged. The process will halt when the
drop in potential is enough to confine all fast ions: at that
point there can be no further fast ion losses, and the entire
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plasma drifts in the toroidal and poloidal directions due to
the radial electric field generated by the lost fast ions. This
scenario will be discussed in more detail in Sec. III.

Returning to Eq. �9�, we see that if j f
�=−ji

� in quasi-
steady conditions, with a constant source rate for the fast
ions through the neutral beam, the electric field will be nega-
tive and its size will depend upon ion momentum relaxation
rates. Using Eqs. �7� and �8� we can obtain a simple relation
between the relaxation rates and the bulk ion flow compo-
nents:

vi
	 = − vi

�B���
*

B	�	
* . �11�

Careful experimental measurements of the profiles of the ion
flows, vi

	, vi
�, combined with knowledge of the toroidal and

poloidal magnetic field components, could thus be used to
estimate the ratio �	

* /��
* .

In the case of counterinjection in MAST, B��0, B	

�0 and ji
��0. It follows from Eq. �8� that vi

��0, i.e., the
bulk ions drift toroidally in the direction of beam injection.
We infer similarly from Eq. �7� that vi

	�0; thus the ion
poloidal flow is in the same direction as the poloidal field.
Typically in MAST, B��B	, whereas vi

	�vi
�, so that

�vi
	B���vi

�B	, and it then follows from Eq. �9� that

E� = − B	vi
� = − j f

� B	
2

mini��
* . �12�

Thus,

��
* = j f

� B	

minivi
� . �13�

All the quantities on the right hand side of Eq. �13� can be
measured directly or estimated. This equation can also be
written in the form


vi
�

vi
� 
 =

��
*

�	

,

where �	=eB	 /mi is the poloidal cyclotron frequency of the
bulk ions. The work done per unit volume per unit time on
these ions by the electric field is

E�ji
� = 
i

��jf
��2 = 
i

��mini��
*vi

�

B	
	2

= mini��
*�vi

��2. �14�

As noted by Helander and co-workers,5 the energy loss
from the plasma due to escaping fast ions is mitigated by the
fact that these ions climb an electric potential hill and thus
lose kinetic energy as they escape; this energy is returned to
the bulk plasma at a rate given by Eq. �14�.

It is useful at this point to make some simple estimates
for MAST conditions. Studies in many tokamaks have
shown that the toroidal momentum confinement time �1/��

*�
is approximately equal to the energy confinement time,
�E.8–10 In the case of MAST, transport modeling indicates
that the toroidal momentum and ion thermal diffusivities
generally have somewhat different profiles, but the corre-
sponding global confinement times are again
comparable.11,12 Putting �E�100 ms for MAST discharges

with countercurrent NBI,4 and assuming for simplicity that
��

* =1/�E, we obtain ��
* �10 s−1. Taking vi

�=4�105 ms−1 �a
typical toroidal rotation velocity in counterinjected dis-
charges�, B	=0.1 T, ni=2�1019 m−3, we obtain from Eq.
�13�,

j f
� = minivi

���
*/B	 � 2.5 A m−2.

From Eq. �12� we find that the associated radial electric
field E��40 kV m−1 and the power density delivered to the
bulk ions due to this is Preturn=E�ji

��100 kW m−3. Taking
the effective minor radius a=0.75 m and the major radius
R0=1 m, the surface area of the MAST plasma is estimated
to be S�4�2�0.75�30 m2. The number of fast ions lost

per second is then Ṅloss=Sjf
� /e�4.7�1020 s−1. As noted in

the Introduction, the injection rate of fast ions is 3
�1020 s−1: this is of the same order of magnitude as our
estimate of the loss rate, indicating that the return current
scenario is consistent with most of the fast ions being lost.
Poloidal rotation measurements in MAST suggest that vi

	

�104 ms−1.13 Since B��B	, this result combined with Eq.
�11� suggests that ��

* �0.025�	
*. Now �	

*�3�102 s−1 if this
is assumed to be of the order of the ion-ion collision fre-
quency; this implies a value of ��

* that is of the same order as
that estimated on the basis of the energy confinement time.

It is straightforward to generalize the calculation of �

to include the contributions of electrons and N bulk ion spe-
cies. Assuming, as in the previous discussion, that poloidal
friction forces are unimportant, we obtain

� =
1

B	
2�mene��e

* + �
j=1

N

mjnj��j
* 	 , �15�

where mj, nj, and ��j
* denote the mass, number density, and

toroidal momentum relaxation rate of the jth ion species.
This expression reinforces the point that electrons make a
negligible contribution to the return current. On the other
hand, the return current associated with massive plasma im-
purities such as carbon could be significant, particularly if
the ��j

* are determined by EÃB turbulence and hence inde-
pendent of mj. Note that a general requirement for the return
current to be carried by ions of any species is that there must
be a continuous supply of those ions at the edge. Effectively,
every fast ion lost promptly must be replaced by a cold ion
from the edge.

III. INSULATING PLASMA SCENARIO

In this section we again consider the early phase of
counterinjection, immediately after the beam is switched on:
specifically, the first 100 �s or so, when collisional interac-
tions between fast ions and bulk plasma particles can be
neglected. This enables us to consider the fast ion dynamics
somewhat more easily. We assume that the magnetic fields
are essentially unaffected during this phase, so that we may
treat the fast ions as moving in specified, azimuthally sym-
metric toroidal and poloidal fields. The fast ion pressure is
initially negligible and does not disturb the equilibrium mag-
netic configuration. However, as we shall shortly demon-
strate, the fast ions are capable, through their losses, of reor-
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ganizing the plasma electric field. As this essentially radial
field starts to build up, the bulk plasma particles must drift
toroidally and poloidally under its influence. They can have
no direct interaction with the injected fast ions. The motion
of bulk ions in response to the radial electric field could give
rise to poloidal and toroidal friction forces arising from tur-
bulence and/or collisional dissipation �cf. Eq. �4��: these
forces can be balanced by a Lorentz force associated with an
inward-directed radial bulk ion current. As shown in the pre-
vious section, this radial current can in turn balance the out-
ward fast ion loss current. When dissipation is absent, how-
ever, there is nothing to prevent the electric field from rising
to a sufficiently high level that all the fast ions are electro-
statically confined. When this has occurred, no further fast
ion loss is possible on time scales shorter than the plasma
confinement time scale, in which collisional effects or turbu-
lence can produce ambipolar transport.

Denoting the fast ion distribution function by Ff�r ,v , t�,
neglecting collisions between particle species but taking ac-
count of the beam source and the charge-exchange sink out-
side the last closed flux surface, we can write down a Vlasov
equation for Ff:

�Ff

�t
+ v ·

�Ff

�r
+

e

mi
�E + v Ã B� ·

�Ff

�v

= Sf�r,v,t� − � f�r�Ff . �16�

The source Sf can be taken to be a delta function in
position space, localized around R=1.3, Z=0, and a delta
function in kinetic energy, around 40 keV. The velocity com-
ponents at birth are determined by the beam geometry. The
sink � f is effectively a charge-exchange loss rate of the fast
ions that can be taken to be finite only outside the last closed
flux surface, �=�edge. Since B is assumed to be known and
E=−��, this equation can, in principle, be solved by the
method of characteristics if � is known. The fast ion current
density j f is then given by

jf = e� Ffv dv , �17�

where the integration is performed over the whole of velocity
space. Since collisions play no role in the scenario we are
considering, the sole effect of the fast ions on bulk plasma
particles is an ambipolar cross-field drift due to E and pos-
sibly a parallel electron current due to potential variations
within a flux surface. However, we will show later that such
variations will always be shorted out by parallel electron
flows, so that � can always be well approximated by a flux
function. Since EÃB drifts do not generate currents, ji+ je

must, in the absence of parallel electron currents, remain
divergence-free, and in that case the law of conservation of
charge �Eq. �1�� becomes

��

�t
+ � · j f = 0. �18�

Equation �18� combined with Eq. �3� gives us an evolu-
tion equation for the electrostatic potential �:

�0�
2��

�t
= � · j f . �19�

Equations �16�–�19� must be solved simultaneously as
an initial value problem, with Ff =0 at t=0. It is reasonable
to take � also to be zero initially, although this is not essen-
tial.

The general character of the solution can be inferred
without solving the equations in detail. Initially, when the
beam is turned on in a quasineutral Ohmic target plasma, �
�0 and ��0. Particles injected by the source into regions
of phase space corresponding to confined orbits remain in the
plasma, slowly increasing the fast ion number density. These
replace the slow ions that charge exchanged with the beam to
create them; they do not alter �. On the other hand, fast ions
that are born in the prompt loss region of phase space will
move beyond �edge during the course of their orbits; even-
tually they will charge exchange with neutrals outside the
last closed flux surface. They will thereby produce a j f with
a finite divergence, since they transport positive charge out
of the plasma. According to Eq. �19�, this must lead to a
changing electric field that will generally point inward since
the plasma is negatively charged due to the prompt loss of
positively charged fast ions. As the field rises, however, the
loss region of phase space must become progressively
smaller, until the net fast ion current out of the system falls to
zero.

In this scenario the electric field adjusts on the timescale
of a few bounce times until all the injected fast ions are
confined due to the combined effects of the magnetic field
�assumed unaltered by injection� and the self-consistent elec-
tric potential. After this time the electric field and the fast ion
number density will evolve in a relatively quasistationary
manner. The longer time behavior will be dominated by the
balance of fast ion collisions with the bulk ions and elec-
trons, resulting in fast ion slowing down, momentum/energy
equilibration with the bulk plasma, and ambipolar particle
transport. The bulk electrons and ions will, of course, EÃB
drift in the electric field, resulting from the loss of fast ions.
These ions carry away mechanical angular momentum and
energy as they are lost. The change of mechanical momen-
tum is taken up by the electric field, which is changing dur-
ing the prompt loss phase. Once the field is sufficiently es-
tablished to prevent any further loss of fast ions, all the
mechanical momentum of the beam goes into the confined
fast ions, just as it would in the case of coinjection. Thus, the
initial loss of fast ions is the price one pays to set up a radial
electric field that confines all the fast ions subsequently in-
jected. This field will also make the bulk plasma drift toroi-
dally. The poloidal drift of the bulk ions is dissipated by
neoclassical ion viscosity. Ultimately, the toroidal drift angu-
lar momentum must also be transported radially for the sys-
tem to reach a long-term stationary state, assuming that the
total current, line-averaged density and fast ion source are
kept fixed. The toroidal spin up is very fast in the counterin-
jected case due to the prompt losses, which do not occur in
the coinjected case.

The spin up of the plasma due to fast ion loss in the
return current model is also fast. However, the total spin up
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in that case is due to both the prompt effect described above
and also to the slowing-down momentum delivered to the
plasma by the confined fast ions. In the absence of return
currents, the electric fields generated must be sufficient to
confine the fast ions. They are necessarily larger than the
electric fields produced in the return current scenario, and the
plasma rotation is consequently more rapid. It is also pos-
sible that the return current scenario could be applicable ini-
tially, but not at later times: as the electric field increases the
plasma gets hotter �cf. Eq. �14�� and consequently less colli-
sional, and turbulence could be suppressed by the rotation. If
the resultant viscosities are not large enough to produce suf-
ficient friction forces in the bulk ions, the field may build up
until it completely confines the fast ions. Which scenario is
relevant depends on the precise plasma conditions in any
specified device.

A complete solution of the problem formulated above
would require a particle-in-cell �PIC� code or a self-
consistent Vlasov solver, taking account of the initial and
boundary conditions on Eqs. �16� and �19�. The effect of the
evolving electric potential on fast particle orbits must, of
course, be taken into account in any such solution. At the end
of this section we will show that the electric potential asso-
ciated with fast ion loss in both the return current and insu-
lating scenarios is likely to be be well approximated by a flux
function �i.e., that the radial component of the electric field
E� is much larger than the poloidal or toroidal components�,
as in the limit of ideal magnetohydrodynamics �MHD� for a
toroidally symmetric system.7 The integral form of Gauss’
law then takes the form

�
�

���������2�R d� = −� �
V���

�

�0

2�R d�

����
d� ,

�20�

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to �, d�
is an element of the arc along a flux surface in the �R ,Z�
plane, the integral on the left hand side is over the flux sur-
face � and the integral on the right hand side is over the
volume enclosed by that surface. Since ��� is assumed to
be a flux function, it can be taken out of the integral on the
left hand side. For the case of a predominantly toroidal flow
� can be identified as the toroidal angular velocity of the
plasma.7 The time derivative of Eq. �20� and the charge con-
servation equation �Eq. �18�� then give an evolution equation
for �:

�0
�����

�t
=

�
�

j f · e�R d�

�
�

����R d�

. �21�

This is evidently the integrated form of Eq. �19�. The fast ion
motion can now be determined by solving simultaneously
Eqs. �16� and �21�. As the �inward� radial electric field rises,
j f will fall until steady conditions are reached, and there can
be no further prompt losses. The entire plasma must now
drift in the resultant electric field. In the absence of colli-
sions, this will lead to both toroidal and poloidal drifts. We

noted previously that if the electric field required by radial
force balance in the steady-state return current scenario �Eq.
�9�� is sufficient to confine electrostatically the fast ions, the
need for return currents does not in fact arise: in this case the
insulating scenario must apply. The electrostatic confinement
of fast ions will occur if the electric field is of the order of
�NBI/ea; assuming that the radial resistivity is determined by
the toroidal momentum relaxation rate, as in Eq. �12�, we
infer the following condition for the applicability of the
steady-state return current model:

j f
� B	

2

mini��
* �

�NBI

ea
. �22�

Equivalently, if a high proportion of the fast ions are
lost, so that j f

��ePNBI/ �S�NBI�, the toroidal momentum re-
laxation time, ��

* =1/��
* , must satisfy the inequality

��
* �

miniS�NBI
2

ae2B	
2PNBI

. �23�

If this inequality is not satisfied, the insulating scenario
must apply. If, as in the case of counterinjected MAST dis-
charges, the fast ions are mostly born closer to the plasma
edge than the core, the value of a used in Eq. �23� should be
less than the actual minor radius of the plasma.

Finally in this section, it is instructive to consider the
response of electrons to the presence of an electrostatic po-
tential associated with fast ion loss. Neglecting dissipation
effects and inertia, the electron momentum balance equation
is

0 = − �neTe + ene � � − eneve Ã B , �24�

where ve, Te are the electron fluid velocity and temperature.
Making the reasonable assumption that Te is a flux function,
we find that the component of this equation parallel to the
magnetic field yields the familiar adiabatic relation,

ne = N���exp� e�

Te
	 , �25�

where N is a flux function. This result is, of course, valid for
both the return current and insulating scenarios. It is impor-
tant to note that ne fails to be a flux function if and only if �
is not a flux function; any measured variation of ne on a flux
surface thus implies, strictly speaking, a violation of ideal
MHD.7 Thomson scattering measurements close to the mid-
plane of MAST during countercurrent NBI suggest that ne

increases from inboard to outboard on a flux surface by, at
most, a factor of 2 or so.4 The variation of � implied by Eq.
�25� in such cases is of the order of Te /e or less. We can

write, quite generally, �=�̄���+�̃, where �̃ has a zero flux

surface average. Assuming that �e�̃ /Te��1, we infer from
Eq. �25� that

ne = Ñ����1 +
e�̃

Te
	 , �26�

where Ñ���=N���exp�e�̄ /Te�. This equation illustrates the
fact that the radial component of the electric field can be
large enough to confine all the fast ions while the poloidal
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component remains small enough to ensure that there is not a
very large inboard-outboard asymmetry in the electron den-
sity. The actual density asymmetry that would occur in the
insulating scenario can only be determined experimentally or
by solving the initial value Vlasov-Maxwell problem de-
scribed by Eqs. �16� and �19�. In general, however, the very
high mobility of electrons parallel to the magnetic field is

likely to ensure in all cases that �e�̃��Te, and hence that

��̃�� ��̄�. This justifies our assumption in Eqs. �20� and �21�
that � can be well approximated by a flux function.

IV. DISTRIBUTION OF FAST ION CURRENT DENSITY

There is an important aspect of the fast ion loss that is
not addressed by considering � to be a flux function, as in
Sec. II. If every fast ion were to charge exchange with a
neutral immediately upon crossing the last closed flux sur-
face, we would expect the fast ion losses to be concentrated
in a small area of the surface close to the upper mirror point
for the injected particles. In this event j f

� would vary
strongly with the poloidal angle. For the fast ion current to
be canceled everywhere by return currents, the toroidal flows
and/or viscosities would then have to be much larger in the
region where most of the losses occur. There is also the
possibility of strong toroidal asymmetry in the losses, due to
the fact that the fast ion source is itself strongly localized in
toroidal angle � �cf. Fig. 1�. If the majority of losses were to
occur promptly, i.e., before the completion of a single
trapped particle bounce orbit, we would thus expect j f

� to be
localized in both � and poloidal angle 	. However, as dis-
cussed in the Introduction, fast ions leaving the MAST
plasma are not in general lost immediately; they can either
be neutralized due to charge exchange with neutral atoms or
they can re-enter the plasma. Typically, fast ions cross the
last closed flux surface and re-enter the plasma several times
before being neutralized, with the result that the losses are
much less localized than would otherwise be the case.

To quantify j f
� as a function of the toroidal and poloidal

angles in a counterinjected MAST discharge, we have used
the full orbit test particle code CUEBIT

14 and a simple model
equilibrium. We assume that the fast ions are born within a
cylindrical region of the MAST plasma, with the cylinder
axis lying in the midplane; the tangency major radius of this
axis is taken to be 0.7 m. The beam ion birth profile is as-
sumed to peak at a point on the axis of the beam cylinder
lying approximately 1.1 m from the tokamak symmetry axis,
and the radius of the cylinder is taken to be 0.2 m �cf. Fig.
1�. Within the beam cylinder and the last closed flux surface
of the plasma, the beam ion birth probability is assumed to
decay exponentially with the distance from the position of
maximum probability, the e-folding distance being 0.1 m.
Beam ions are assumed to be born with energies of 40 keV
and velocity vectors directed along the axis of the beam cyl-
inder.

To model the equilibrium magnetic field we use a
Solov’ev-type solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation in a
form given by Freidberg:15

� = �0��

8
��R2 − R0

2�2 − Rb
4� +

1 − �

2
R2Z2� . �27�

Here, R0, Rb, � and �0 are constants that can be chosen
to give MAST-like values of the plasma major and minor
radii, elongation and plasma current; the plasma boundary is
defined by �=�edge=0. We compute the collisionless trajec-
tories of beam ions in this equilibrium, with initial positions
and velocities chosen according to the probability distribu-
tion indicated previously. The majority of beam ions are born
into trapped orbits, and, as discussed in the Introduction,
most of these ions cross the plasma boundary on the out-
board leg of their bounce orbit. For modeling purposes, we
assume that for any beam ion instantaneously lying outside
the plasma there is a fixed probability of neutralization per
time step. To estimate this probability, we assume that the
temporal variation of the fast ion population Nf in this region
can be represented by an equation of the form �cf. Eq. �16��

dNf

dt
= − cxnnv fNf , �28�

where nn is the neutral particle density, v f is the fast ion
speed, and cx is the charge exchange cross section. Strictly
speaking, the value used for v f should take into account the
presence of radial electric fields, if any, but for simplicity we
use a charge exchange time �cx=1/ �cxnnv f� based on v f

=2�106 ms−1, the appropriate value for a deuteron whose
kinetic energy is equal to the assumed total beam injection
energy �40 keV�, whether a radial electric field is present or
not. A typical value for the neutral particle density in the
MAST vacuum vessel is 5�1017 m−3 �see Ref. 16�, and
cx�6�10−20 m2 for a 40 keV deuteron �see Fig. 5.3.1 in
Ref. 2�. These figures imply a charge exchange time of about
15 �s. The neutralization probability in a single time step �t
is then taken to be �t /�cx. Beam ions in MAST can also be
removed permanently from the plasma by striking in-vessel
components:4 we do not include this process in our simula-
tions. If, as is generally the case in counterinjected MAST
discharges, the plasma is rotating toroidally with a sonic
Mach number of order unity, the associated radial electric
field can have a significant effect on beam ion orbits. We
assume that the entire plasma is rotating toroidally as a
single rigid body, i.e., with a constant angular velocity �.
The ideal MHD form of Ohm’s law then implies that �
=�� �cf. Sec. III�: from this we can compute the radial
electric field

E = − �� = −
d�

d�
� � = − � � � . �29�

Toroidal rotation rates as high as 4�105 s−1 have been
measured in counterinjected MAST shots:4 we use this figure
to estimate the radial electric field.

Since we are using cylindrical coordinates to define the
equilibrium �Eq. �27��, and the flux surface cross section in
the �R ,Z� plane is noncircular, there is no unique definition
of the poloidal angle 	. For the present discussion it is suf-
ficient to use the simple definition
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tan 	 =
Z

R − R0
, �30�

where R0, as in Eq. �27�, is the major radius of the magnetic
axis. We are specifically concerned here with calculating j f

�.
Suppose we compute the trajectories of Ntot beam ions: if dN
of these ions cross an area dA of the plasma surface, and are
lost before they reenter the plasma, the associated current is
given by

j f
� = e

PNBI

�NBI

1

Ntot

dN

dA
. �31�

Using CUEBIT, it is straightforward to compute dN for
toroidal and poloidal angles in the range �→�+d� and 	
→	+d	: to obtain j f

� we then require an expression for dA.
Such an expression can be obtained by introducing a minor
radial distance variable,

� = ��R − R0�2 + Z2�1/2, �32�

and considering an element of arc d� of the last closed flux
surface in the �R ,Z� plane:

d� = d	��2 + �d�

d	
	2�1/2

. �33�

On any flux surface we have

d� =
��

��
d� +

��

�	
d	 = 0, �34�

where

��

��
=

��

�R

�R

��
+

��

�Z

�Z

��
= R�BZ cos 	 − BR sin 	� , �35�

and

��

�	
=

��

�R

�R

�	
+

��

�Z

�Z

�	
= − R��BZ sin 	 + BR cos 	� . �36�

Using Eqs. �34�–�36� in Eq. �33� we obtain

dA = R d� d� =
R�B	 d� d	

�BZ cos 	 − BR sin 	�
, �37�

where B	= �BR
2 +BZ

2�1/2. This is a convenient formula, since
the code is used to compute the magnetic field components
for each point on the trajectory of the particle, including the
point at which it crosses the plasma boundary.

Figures 2–4 show the computed fast particle current as a
function of toroidal and poloidal angle with �=0, 4
�105 rad s−1 and 106 rad s−1, respectively. For comparison,
Figs. 5–7 show the corresponding results when the last
closed flux surface is treated as a perfectly absorbing bound-
ary: this would be a reasonable assumption for devices such
as the National Spherical Torus Experiment �NSTX�,17 in
which the plasma is enclosed within a tightly fitting vacuum
vessel. The first point to note from these plots is that strong
variations of j f

� with both � and 	 occur in all the scenarios
considered. Infrared images of the MAST vessel obtained
during counter-NBI do indeed show a high degree of asym-
metry, both poloidally and toroidally, in the heat load due to
escaping fast ions.18 However, since parallel electric fields

FIG. 2. Fast ion current versus toroi-
dal and poloidal angle, assuming a
charge exchange lifetime outside the
plasma of 15 �s and no toroidal rota-
tion. Essentially all of the fast ions are
lost; the average time for these ions to
be neutralized is 71 �s.
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FIG. 3. Fast ion current versus toroi-
dal and poloidal angle, assuming a
charge exchange lifetime outside the
plasma of 15 �s and rigid body toroi-
dal rotation at 4�105 rad s−1. Ap-
proximately 46% of the fast ions are
lost; the average time for lost ions to
be neutralized is 51 �s.

FIG. 4. Fast ion current versus toroi-
dal and poloidal angle assuming a
charge exchange lifetime outside the
plasma of 15 �s and rigid body toroi-
dal rotation at 106 rad s−1. Around 1%
of the fast ions are lost; the average
time for lost ions to be neutralized is
25 �s.
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FIG. 5. Fast ion current versus toroi-
dal and poloidal angle when the last
closed flux surface is a perfectly ab-
sorbing boundary and there is no tor-
oidal rotation. Essentially all of the
fast ions are lost.

FIG. 6. Fast ion current versus toroi-
dal and poloidal angle when the last
closed flux surface is a perfectly ab-
sorbing boundary and the plasma is ro-
tating toroidally as a rigid body at 4
�105 rad s−1. Approximately 96% of
the fast ions are lost.
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are rapidly shorted out by electrons, we would not expect to
observe a similar asymmetry in the electric potential. The
degree of toroidal asymmetry in the computed fast ion cur-
rent is found to be greatly reduced when the assumed charge
exchange lifetime is increased by a factor of 10; this is due to
the smearing effect of differential fast ion toroidal preces-
sion. Fast ion losses never occur in the vicinity of the inner
midplane ��	��110° �, since all of the ions on loss orbits are
deeply trapped. Figures 2 and 3 indicate that there are re-
gions of the plasma boundary where the fast ion current den-
sity is significantly higher than 2.5 A m−2, the figure esti-
mated in Sec. II for the current that could be balanced by a
return current under MAST conditions. The maximum cur-
rent is reduced somewhat �to about 7 A m−2� if the observed
rotation rate of the plasma is taken into account �Fig. 3�. Any
remaining discrepancy between this maximum current and
the current estimated using Eq. �13� is probably not signifi-
cant, in view of the approximations used to derive the latter
and uncertainties in the values of plasma parameters such as
��

* . If the plasma is rotating at 106 rad s−1 �this corresponds
to a sonic Mach number of about 3 in MAST�, the radial
electric field is sufficient to confine around 99% of the fast
ions, and the maximum fast ion current density is very small,
about 0.3 Am−2 �Fig. 4�.

When the last closed flux surface is treated as a perfectly
absorbing boundary �Figs. 5–7� j f

� is even more localized
than it is in the case of delayed loss, rising to about
300 Am−2 in the vicinity of the upper mirror point when the
plasma is nonrotating �Fig. 5�. The main peak in Fig. 7, and
also the secondary peaks in Figs. 5 and 6, are produced by

ions that are born within one Larmor radius of the last closed
flux surface. Figures 4 and 7 correspond essentially to the
insulating plasma scenario discussed in Sec. III, in which
there is a radial electric field that is sufficiently large to con-
fine all �or nearly all� of the fast ions.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We have explored the electrodynamic consequences of
energetic ion loss on tokamak plasmas in the light of results
from recent MAST experiments with countercurrent neutral
beam injection. Such experiments are characterized by sub-
stantial losses of energetic beam ions and also rapid toroidal
rotation. As noted by Helander and co-workers,5 there are
two possible consequences of the presence of a substantial
current associated with escaping energetic ions: either a com-
pensating return current is set up, carried by bulk plasma
particles, or the plasma behaves as an insulator, with the fast
ion current balanced by a displacement current rather than a
bulk plasma conduction current. Radial electric fields and
hence toroidal flows occur in both cases, but higher fields are
predicted in the insulating case. A fully rigorous analysis of
this scenario will require the numerical solution of the
Vlasov-Maxwell system of equations, Eqs. �16�–�19�. Work
on this problem is currently in progress, and will be reported
in a future paper. We have shown that the return current
scenario, which appears to be operative during the counter-
injection shots in MAST, is applicable if there is a suffi-
ciently high level of momentum transport in the bulk ions:
the radial electric fields corresponding to the highest rotation

FIG. 7. Fast ion current versus toroi-
dal and poloidal angle when the last
closed flux surface is a perfectly ab-
sorbing boundary and the plasma is ro-
tating toroidally as a rigid body at
106 rad s−1. Fewer than 2% of the fast
ions are lost.
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rates observed in MAST are insufficient to confine the beam
ions, and hence the insulating scenario cannot be applicable.
Test particle calculations for a model counterinjected MAST
discharge show that the current arising from lost fast ions is
invariably localized both poloidally and toroidally, with the
degree of localization increasing greatly if the plasma edge
acts as a perfect absorber of fast ions.

Strictly speaking, the return current scenario described in
Sec. II requires that the bulk ion toroidal momentum relax-
ation rate be sufficiently large locally that Eq. �22� is satis-
fied at every point on the plasma boundary. In the case of a
machine such as MAST, it seems improbable that this would
be the case if j f

� were to approach the maximum values in
Figs. 5 and 6. These values are unlikely to be realized in
MAST, however, because fast ions crossing the last closed
flux surface have a high probability of reentering the plasma
before being neutralized. This is not in case in NSTX, nor
indeed in the majority of other tokamaks. Nevertheless, even
if the current due to lost fast ions is strongly localized in a
poloidal angle, the high mobility of electrons parallel to the
magnetic field implies that the electric field arising from fast
ion loss is always likely to be predominantly radial �cf. the
discussion at the end of Sec. III�.

If the full insulating scenario were to be realized in a
MAST-like device with strong countercurrent NBI, none of
the beam energy or momentum would be lost, except during
a short transient phase at the start of the beam injection,
when the confining electric field is being established. The
higher electric fields predicted in the insulating scenario are
also more likely to suppress turbulent transport and hence
lead to an H mode.6 In MAST, an H mode is easily achieved
only when the upper and lower X points on the plasma
boundary lie on flux surfaces that are separated in the outer
midplane by no more than one bulk ion Larmor radius:
Meyer and co-workers19 have found that this sensitivity of
the H-mode access to the magnetic configuration may be due
to differences in ion orbit losses and the effects thereof on
the radial electric field.

In general, the insulating plasma scenario is most likely
to be applicable to high confinement regimes in tokamak
plasmas containing a significant population of trapped ener-
getic particles with large normalized Larmor radii. It is pos-
sible that the required conditions might be satisfied in future
devices such as the proposed spherical tokamak components
test facility �CTF�20 and the proposed spherical tokamak
power plant �STPP�.21 Spherical tokamaks generally tend to
lose energetic particles at a high rate, due to compact geom-
etry and the use of relatively low toroidal fields, although
such losses are reduced to some extent by orbit squeezing in
the outboard midplane due to the poloidal field. Both CTF
and STPP would have a substantial population of trapped
fusion � particles, some of whose orbits would cross the
plasma boundary.22 Alternatively, it is possible that the insu-
lating scenario, with its possible benefits for plasma confine-
ment, could be realized in such devices through the strategic
use of countercurrent NBI. Losses of fast particles from a
plasma can only be properly assessed if one takes account of
collective electric field effects, which can manifest them-
selves either through displacement currents �leading to large

confining electric fields� or fields consistent with significant
radial transfer of toroidal momentum in the bulk ions �lead-
ing to return currents�. In proposed burning plasma devices,
including ITER,23 approximately half the fusion � particles
will be born with velocity vectors in the countercurrent di-
rection. In advanced ITER scenarios, a significant fraction of
these � particles are lost, either promptly or as a result of
toroidal field ripple.24 Our analysis suggests that such losses
must lead to large self-consistent electric fields and plasma
rotation. It is straightforward to show that the perfect elec-
trostatic confinement of 3.5 MeV � particles in an ITER-like
device �i.e., the insulating scenario� would require the sonic
Mach number of the toroidal flow to be of order unity. In the
return current scenario the localization of the current density
associated with escaping fast ions could pose design prob-
lems, because of the associated additional heat load on
plasma-facing components. In this respect the insulating
plasma scenario, with its associated rapid rotation, may
prove to be more attractive in both confining the fast ions
and spinning the burning plasma with no sources of external
momentum input. It would be of interest to investigate fur-
ther, experimentally and theoretically, the possible role of
this scenario in existing and future devices.
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